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Object-Based Validation of a Sentinel-2 Burned Area
Product Using Ground-Based Burn Polygons
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Abstract—An object-based validation of a country (Italy) level
burned area product is proposed, to assess not only the thematic
accuracy, but also the geometric accuracy. The product was
derived from Sentinel-2 data by using an algorithm, already
published in the literature, which applies image segmentation.
Ground-based burn polygons, representing the official burned
area data for Italy, were used, as reference, to assess the product.
The validation was performed by implementing a set of accuracy
metrics to quantify the similarity between reference objects and
mapped objects, the object-based thematic accuracy, and the
global quality of the segmentation. The challenges in performing
the object-based validation, mainly related to the absence of a
one-to-one relationship between a reference object and a mapped
one, are discussed and the strengths and weaknesses of the
considered burned area product are highlighted. Results showed
that the product was characterized by a good geometric accuracy
even if the number of false positives represented a critical point.
Although a specific product was used, the proposed validation
method can be in principle applied to any burned area data
derived from satellite images. To point out this characteristic, an
experiment on another product was performed too.

Index Terms—Burned area (BA) mapping, fires, Italy, per-
polygon approach, Sentinel-2, validation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE use of coarse resolution satellite data for burned area
(BA) mapping is well consolidated. At present, the 500 m

moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) prod-
uct [1] and the 250 m MODIS Fire_cci version 5.1 product
[2], developed as part of the climate change initiative (CCI),
provide the scientific community with timely data regarding
the extent of the of the areas affected by fire. However, there
is also an increasing interest in the use of moderate resolution
data for the generation of BA products. Previous investigations
demonstrated that both Landsat and Sentinel-2 (S2) data are able
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to map small and/or fragmented BAs [3], while coarse resolution
data have difficulties in detecting small fires (< 100 ha) [4].

Several country-to-continental level products were generated
using Landsat and/or S2 data. In the framework of the monitoring
trends in burn severity project, a systematic BA mapping in the
United States was performed using Landsat data [5]. A method to
map 30 m burned areas at regional scale through a combination
of Landsat data and MODIS active fire detections was developed
in [6]. An operational BA mapping in Queensland was proposed
in [7] using Landsat reflectance time series. An approach for
estimating BA in Mato Grosso (Brazil) was designed in [8].
An algorithm to identify BAs in the conterminous United States
using Landsat images was presented in [9] and updated in [10]. A
combination of Landsat and S2 data for BA mapping in Southern
Africa was performed in [3]. The Small Fire Database Fire_cci
v1.1 (FireCCISFD11) product, which included BA detected over
the Sub-Saharan Africa from S2 and MODIS active fire detec-
tions, was presented in [11], while its evolution was described
in [12].

To validate global resolution products, BA maps derived
from higher spatial resolution satellite images are commonly
used as reference data (e.g., [13], [14]), in agreement with the
Committee on Earth Observation Satellites (CEOS) protocol
[15]. Applying the same approach to assess products generated
using moderate resolution data may be critical. In this case,
freely available images with higher resolution are difficult to
find. Planet data were used as reference in [3] and [16]. In [11],
Landsat data were exploited to validate S2-derived BAs, while
in [4] two different teams generated S2-derived BA maps.

Ground measurements represent independent reference data
that can be profitably exploited to validate moderate resolution
data, because they are usually derived from global positioning
system (GPS) devices with metric accuracy. While it is unre-
alistic to collect ground data at global or continental scale, in
principle it is possible to do it at smaller (e.g., national) scale.
In Italy, ground surveys are performed by the authorities that
are officially in charge of mapping the areas affected by fire.
Burn polygons derived from these surveys represent the official
BA data for Italy. Then, end users of BA products derived from
satellite remote sensing images (the Italian Department of Civil
Protection – DCP and regional authorities) usually request to
assess these products versus the official data.

In the literature, the result of the comparison of a BA product
with reference data is generally expressed in terms of confusion
matrix, which provides a foundation to describe general classifi-
cation accuracy [17]. From the confusion matrix, parameters like
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overall accuracy, omission and commission errors (e.g., [3], [18],
[19]), as well as the Dice coefficient that synthetically combines
omission and commission (e.g., [13], [16], [19]) are derived.

A burn polygon (or, more generally, an actual BA) can be
assumed as an object on the ground with its own location, extent
and shape. Quantifying the ability of a BA product derived
from remote sensing data to retrieve location, extent and shape
of an actual BA represents an important information for any
stakeholder. In fact, BA data may be used to generate a fire
cadaster (as done in Italy), which, on its turn, may be used to
establish time constraints on the land use of the areas affected
by fire. For instance, in Italy it is forbidden to change the use
of an area affected by fire for at least 15 years. In [20], it is
suggested that if the map to be assessed is a polygon map, then
the accuracy assessment sample units should also be polygons.
In [21], it is pointed out that the shape and size of individual
fires represent an important topic regarding ecology and fire
succession, as well as landscape management and fire spread
rate. Moreover, although on most wildfires there are islands of
unburned vegetation scattered throughout the burned area, these
areas are often not mapped through ground surveys, because
of safety concerns or the impossibility of delineating numerous
small patches on the ground [22]. This affects the result of a
per-pixel approach to accuracy assessment based on the confu-
sion matrix, if ground-based burn polygons are used as reference
data. Thereby the idea that a per-polygon approach to accuracy
assessment, that is, an object-based validation, can complement
a per-pixel approach based on the confusion matrix.

Formally, an object-based validation gives information on if
and how well a mapped object M spatially matches a reference
object R [23]. To perform this kind of validation, a BA mapping
algorithm applying an object-based approach is particularly suit-
able. With respect to coarse resolution sensors, higher resolution
ones increase the within-class spectral variability, thus decreas-
ing the potential accuracy of a purely pixel-based approach
to classification [24]. This highlights the utility of using, for
BA mapping from moderate resolution data, an algorithm that
groups multiple neighboring pixels into one object, based on
similar spectral characteristics of these pixels. The process of
generating objects is known as segmentation [17].

Since 2019, the Italian DCP uses a processor, called AUTO-
matic Burned Areas Mapper (AUTOBAM), to map BAs from
S2 data in near-real time (NRT). AUTOBAM, implements an
algorithm that basically merges pixels to object clusters, thus
performing an image segmentation; segments are successively
analyzed and classified [25]. AUTOBAM, which works at coun-
try level (Italy), has been originally proposed in [26]; its most
recent release is described in [27].

While, as mentioned before, the validation of BA products
based on a confusion matrix was widely adopted in the lit-
erature (e.g., [13], [14], [16], [18]), and was done in [27] for
AUTOBAM, the analysis of the match/mismatch between BA
objects was rarely performed. In [21], a method for charac-
terizing the accuracy of the shape of coarse resolution BA
detections, by comparing them to higher resolution reference
BAs, was proposed. In [28], an intercomparison of two global
BA products was carried out by analyzing the morphological

features of fire patches. A service using not only BA data
derived from high-resolution satellites, but also fire perimeter
polygons compiled by local authorities was described in [29];
the burn polygons were used to evaluate the detection count in
this case. Regarding AUTOBAM, the match/mismatch between
BA objects was preliminary assessed in [27], but considering a
very limited set of parameters.

This article presents a new method designed to perform an
object-based validation of a BA product derived from satellite
data using ground-based burn polygons as reference data. The
method is based on the analysis of the match/mismatch between
mapped BA objects and real-world objects. The analysis is done
by computing metrics for assessing individual objects, per class
measures and parameters to evaluate the overall quality of the
segmentation. In this way, a comprehensive assessment of the
strengths and weaknesses of the considered product is provided.
To conduct the study, the BA product was generated from S2
data by using AUTOBAM. In addition, to show that the proposed
validation procedure can be applied to any product derived from
satellite data, an exercise in which the European Forest Fire
Information System (EFFIS) product was used instead of the
AUTOBAM one was carried out. The critical aspects of an
object-based validation of a BA product using ground-based
burn polygons, mostly related to the absence of a one-to-one
correspondence between a mapped object and a reference object,
were also analyzed.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Study Area and Reference Data

The study area was Italy where fires are mostly located in
the southern regions and the fire season corresponds to period
June 1–September 30. During each fire season, the Carabinieri
Command of Units for Forestry, Environmental and Agri-food
protection and, for autonomous regions, the regional forestry
corps perform a ground survey campaign to map the perimeters
of the fires daily notified by the operational rooms (namely the
Permanent Unified Operating Centers). The ground measure-
ments are taken using GPS devices with metric accuracy.

Burn polygons derived from the ground measurements, avail-
able in vector (shapefile) format, represent the official BA data
for the Italian stakeholders as DCP. The shapefile attributes in-
clude the information about the extent of each BA (in ha) and the
fire date. To carry out the present study, the ground data gathered
during the 2021 fire season were used as reference. We focused
on 2021, because fires with very different extent broke out during
this year and we analyzed the capability of the mapped BAs to
retrieve the extent of reference BAs. Although in a Mediter-
ranean environment like Italy fires are usually small [27], [30],
in 2021 about 20 fires burned an area larger than 1000 ha.

B. EFFIS Data

As mentioned in the Introduction, besides the AUTOBAM BA
product, the EFFIS product was also used to highlight that the
proposed validation procedure can be applied to any BA dataset.
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The EFFIS product is derived from the daily processing of
MODIS data and, since 2018, S2 data. BAs of about 30 ha or
larger are mapped, but the product may also include BAs of
smaller dimension, which are mapped from S2 imagery. The
EFFIS product delineates the extent of forest fire events. It is
generated by first applying an unsupervised procedure that uses a
combination of band thresholds, ancillary information regarding
land cover and active fire detections. Then, fires are verified and
corrected through visual interpretation of the MODIS and S2
images [31].

C. Overview of the AUTOBAM Processor

This section summarizes the main characteristics of the AU-
TOBAM processor. Note that this article does not focus on
the description of AUTOBAM, but rather on the methodology
to perform an object-based validation of a BA product based
on moderate resolution satellite data. The reader is referred to
papers [26] and [27] for more details about AUTOBAM.

AUTOBAM is a fully automatic processing chain for NRT
BA mapping from S2 data. It systematically downloads and
processes all the S2 observations of Italy (cloud cover <
40%). According to the NRT requirement, BA maps are
produced within 6–8 h from the time S2 data are available in
the Copernicus Open Access Hub.1 To meet this requirement,
AUTOBAM does not take advantage of the temporal persistence
of fire effects, which is accounted for in [3] and [4], because it
would imply the use of at least two post fire images, resulting in a
delay in the estimation of the extent of a BA. Then, AUTOBAM
uses pairwise observations to apply a change detection-based
approach.

The atmospherically corrected S2 Level-2A (L2A) surface
reflectance products, which include a scene classification (SCL)
map useful to mask clouds, cloud shadows and water bodies, are
used by AUTOBAM to generate the BA maps. From these data,
three spectral indices based on near infrared (NIR) and short-
wave infrared (SWIR) bands are derived, namely the normalized
burn ratio (NBR), the normalized burn ratio 2 (NBR2) and the
mid-infrared burned index (MIRBI). NBR is based on NIR and
long SWIR bands, while NBR2 and MIRBI are based on the short
and long SWIR bands. The change detection approach basically
compares the values of the indices acquired at current time with
the values derived from the most recent cloud-free S2 data.

As schematized in Fig. 1, the BA mapping consists of the
following steps:

1) Computation of three bitemporal spectral indices (BTSIs);
2) application of a clustering algorithm to identify a first

guess BA;
3) detection of the edges of the first guess BA using the

Roberts filter;
4) creation of a buffer zone around the edges;
5) computation, through the Otsu method [32], of a threshold

for each BTSI which separates the BA from the unburned
area using only the pixels in the buffer;

6) application of a region growing algorithm (RGA).

1[Online]. Available: https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the BA mapping algorithm implemented in AUTOBAM
(x denotes a generic pixel).

Changes are evaluated by computing the following BTSIs:

dNBR = NBR (t1)− NBR (t2) (1)

dNBR2 = NBR2 (t1)− NBR2 (t2) (2)

dMIRBI = MIRBI (t2)− MIRBI (t1) (3)

where t2 is the current time, and t1 is the previous time. Positive
values of dNBR, dNBR2, and dMIRBI indicate the presence of
a BA, because fire implies a decrease of NBR and NBR2 and
an increase of MIRBI. Data at time t1 contain, for each pixel,
the most recent information about the BTSIs. The S2 revisit
frequency is 5 days, so, by default, t1 = t2−5. However, if at
t2−5 a pixel was labelled as cloudy by the SCL map included
in each S2 L2A product, the previous values of the indices are
maintained. A limit of 30 days is fixed for t2 − t1 to avoid
comparing data acquired at very different times [33].

Change detection is performed in two phases. In the first
phase, a clustering algorithm (namely the ISODATA) is applied
to the BTSIs to produce a first guess BA (FGBA) map [see
Fig. 1(b)]. The maximum number of clusters is 10 and the
objects belonging to the cluster presenting the highest median
of the pixel values of the BTSIs [red in Fig. 1(b)] are classified
as FGBA. A cleanup process consisting of the aggregation of

https://scihub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home
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smaller, adjacent objects regions to a larger object is performed
to avoid the presence of many small objects.

A more accurate identification of the BA is carried out through
parametric thresholding. The latter might be time consuming,
because it requires the estimation of two distribution functions,
one representing the BA and the other one the background [27].
Then, AUTOBAM makes a joint use of edge filtering (namely the
Roberts filter) and buffering to reduce the number of input pixels
for the thresholding to those placed near to the BA-background
boundary, thus speeding up the estimation. The Roberts filter is
applied to delineate the boundary of the FGBA [see Fig. 1(c)].
Then, a buffer zone around the edge is created [cyan in Fig. 1(d)].
It partially covers both the FGBA and the background. If the
FGBA actually corresponds to a BA, the distribution of the
pixel values in the buffer is likely bimodal [see Fig. 1(e)]. This
is verified by computing the Ashman’s D coefficient and the
ratio between the modes (R). If D and R are larger than two
empirical values found in the literature (2 and 0.2, respectively),
the histogram is assumed as bimodal and the Otsu automatic
method proposed in [32] is applied to determine the threshold
[red line in Fig. 1(e)].

The RGA is adopted to account for the spatial context. The
seed region of the RGA is the intersection of the regions identi-
fied by applying, for each BTSI, the threshold computed through
the Otsu method. A further constraint is that the seed region
should be included in the FGBA. For each BTSI, the seed region
grows until the edge of the FGBA is reached, but neighboring
pixels are added only if their value is larger than a tolerance. To
determine the tolerance and to estimate D and R, the bimodal
histogram is fitted by two Gaussian functions. Denoted as m the
mean value (i.e., the mode) of the function fitting the histogram
corresponding to the BA and with s the standard deviation, the
tolerance is set to m–2s. The regions generated by the application
of the RGA to each BTSI are intersected to derive the final BA.
Active fire detections are used to associate a set of quality flags
to each BA object.

The AUTOBAM-derived maps have a spatial resolution of
20 m, that is the same of the S2 SWIR bands, which are used in
the computation of all the BTSIs. Since NBR also uses the 10 m
NIR band, the latter is downsampled to 20 m.

D. Relationships and Matching Between Objects

Performing the validation of a set of mapped BA objects
implies verifying whether it is possible to match a mapped
object M to a reference object R. If so, the following four new
objects can be defined, as described in [23] and schematized in
Fig. 2.

1) The intersection object, M ∩R, i.e., the area of overlap
between M and R, which corresponds to the area correctly
classified.

2) The M ∩ ¬R object, which corresponds to the commis-
sion error.

3) The ¬M ∩R object, which corresponds to the omission
error.

4) The union object, M ∪R, which is given by: M ∩ ¬R+
¬M ∩R+M ∩R.

Fig. 2. New objects derived by associating a reference object R (light red) to
a mapped object M (light blue).

When validating an S2-derived BA product using ground mea-
surements, the object matching is quite complex. For the present
study, the situation is shown in Fig. 3. There is a set of reference
objects [see Fig. 3(a)] and a set of mapped objects [see Fig. 3(b)].
First, the number of reference objects is generally different from
the number of mapped objects. Moreover, reference objects are
identified by a fire date, while mapped ones are identified by the
acquisition day of the S2 image through which they have been
detected, which is generally different from the fire date. In addi-
tion, if a BA is partially obscured by clouds, the corresponding
map classifies as burned only the cloud free portion of the area.
The other portion of the BA is mapped using one of the following
S2 images. This implies that a BA can be oversegmented, i.e.,
divided in (at least) two segments mapped through two different
S2 acquisitions. Note that AUTOBAM is not able to avoid this
kind of oversegmentation by reconciling the segments, because
it is a NRT system for which the information whether adjacent
segments are related to the same fire or different ones is not
available.

In a situation like that shown in Fig. 3, there is not a one-to-one
relationship between a mapped object and a reference object and
there is not an objective method to determine which mapped
object corresponds to which reference object [17]. Therefore, we
had to apply subjective criteria (both temporal and spatial) to per-
form the association. In particular, a maximum difference of 30
days between the fire date and the acquisition time of the S2 im-
age of the BA was set to match M and R, in agreement with [33],
where the median burned area persistence time was estimated to
be 29 days. As for the spatial criterion, in the literature the match-
ing is done by applying a threshold concerning the percentage
overlay between mapped and reference objects. As discussed
in [17], the threshold varies from 5% (e.g., [34]) to 50% (e.g.,
[35]) over reference or mapped objects. Since a high threshold
may cause an inefficient number of qualified objects for thematic
accuracy assessment [17], a 20% threshold over both reference
and mapped objects was chosen as done in [27], i.e.

Mij ∩Rik

Rik
> 20% AND

Mij ∩Rik

Mij
> 20%. (4)

In (4), index k indicates a generic reference object (k = 1 :
nR), index j indicates a generic mapped object (j = 1 : nM )
and index i indicates a generic pair of matched objects (i = 1 :
nMatch).
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Fig. 3. BAs, for the 2021 fire season, derived (a) from the ground survey and
(b) from the daily runs of the AUTOBAM processor.

E. Evaluation of the Segmentation Accuracy

To perform the evaluation of the segmentation accuracy, the
entire population of reference data described in Section II-A [see
Fig. 3(a)] was considered except for the BAs mainly located in
cropland (percentage of cropland pixels larger than 75% [27]).
Cropland shows very similar spectral and temporal behavior to
BAs and BA discrimination is very difficult or even unfeasible
because reflectance changes can be produced by causes different
from fires (e.g., anthropic activities like harvesting) [9], [11]. A
land cover map derived from the WorldCover product of the
European Space Agency [36] was exploited to mask cropland.
The WorldCover product has a spatial resolution of 10 m and was
derived from Sentinel-2 and Sentinel-1 data. The 2018 Corine
land cover layer was also used to further check the accuracy of
the masking of cropland. A common reference grid (WGS84

reference ellipsoid, Lat/Lon coordinates, pixel size 20 m) was
chosen to reproject the AUTOBAM-derived BA maps and the
land cover maps, as well as to rasterize the reference burn
polygons. Reference BAs smaller than 1 ha (corresponding to
the minimum mapping unit of AUTOBAM [26]) were discarded.

The accuracy metrics reported in Table I, were considered to
quantify the following:

1) the similarity in terms of spatial extent, shape and location
between matched objects;

2) the object-based thematic accuracy;
3) the global quality of the segmentation.
Most of the metrics were proposed in [23], although metrics

proposed in [17], [37] were considered too. In Table I, subscript
tot denotes the total area of a set of objects.

For a pair of matched objects (index i), the grade of equals
s11i and the modified overlap factor s31i quantify the similarity
between them, because the higher they are (maximum 1), the
more similar the objects are. They have the same numerator,
(Mij ∩Rik), while the denominator is different, (Mij ∪Rik and
max(Mij , Rik), respectively), with s31i that accounts for the
proportion between Mij and Rik. The grade of disjoint s12i
(basically a complement of s11i), the false positive rate ρfp_i

(related to the commission error), and the false negative rate
ρfn_i (related to the omission error) quantify the dissimilarity
between matched objects. The sum of ρfp_i and ρfn_i is also
known as shape dissimilarity [38].

The location accuracy (LAi) is based on the Euclidean dis-
tance between the centroids of matched objects [23]. In (10),
xMij

and yMij
are the coordinates of the centroid of a mapped

object Mij, matched with a reference object Rik (whose centroid
has coordinates given by xRik

and yRik
).

The object-based thematic accuracy was evaluated by com-
puting the completeness (Compl) and the correctness (Corr)
(11)–(12). Compl basically corresponds to a per-object user’s
accuracy because it is determined by dividing the total number
of classified objects matched with reference ones (according to
(4) in this study) by the total number of classified objects. Corr
corresponds to a per-object producer’s accuracy and is calculated
by dividing the total number of classified objects matched with
reference ones by the total number of reference objects [35].

The metrics quantifying similarity and dissimilarity can be
also applied on overall basis to evaluate the global quality of the
segmentation (13)–(17). For this purpose, mapped objects not
matched with reference ones and reference objects not matched
with mapped ones were considered besides matched objects
in order to account for the overall commission and omission
errors. Other two parameters were considered to evaluate the
global quality. The oversegmentation (OS) evaluates the ratio
between the total area of overlap between reference and mapped
objects with respect to the total area of the reference objects
(18). It describes the degree to which an algorithm omits areas
which are within the boundaries of the reference object [21]. The
undersegmentation (US) evaluates the ratio with respect to the
total area of the mapped objects (19), thus describing the degree
to which an algorithm commits areas which are outside of the
boundaries of the reference object [21]. In [17], [37], their root
sum square was also used as global metric.
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TABLE I
METRICS USED FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE SEGMENTATION ACCURACY

The flowchart of the procedure applied to compute the metrics
listed in Table I is shown in Fig. 4. For each reference object Rk

resulting from the rasterization of the reference polygons, the
existence of an overlap with mapped objects and the meeting of
the conditions expressed by (4) were verified. Then, the extent
of the matched objects and of the new objects derived from the
matching (see Fig. 2) was computed.

Once the above steps were performed for all the reference ob-
jects, Compl and Corr were calculated (11)–(12). Then, to derive
a single value from each metric used to quantify the similarity
between matched objects, the mean of s11i, s31i, s12i, ρfp_i,
ρfn_i and LAi over the total number of pairs of matched objects
(s11m, s31m, s12m, ρfp_m, ρfn_m, and LAm) was computed
(5)–(10).

Finally, to derive the global metrics expressed by (13)–(19),
the total area of the mapped objects (Mtot), the total area of
the reference objects (Rtot), the total area of overlay between
reference and mapped objects (M ∩R)tot, the total area of
reference and mapped objects (M ∪R)tot, the total area of
mapped objects outside the boundaries of the reference ones
(M ∩ ¬R)tot and the total area of reference objects outside the
boundaries of the mapped ones (¬M ∩R)tot were evaluated.

III. RESULTS

Table II reports, in the second row, the values of the metrics
listed in Table I that were obtained by applying the procedure
schematized in Fig. 4 to the AUTOBAM outputs (M) produced
throughout the 2021 fire season (June 1–September 30) and to
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TABLE II
VALUES OF THE METRICS LISTED IN TABLE I FOR THE AUTOBAM PRODUCT

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the procedure applied to compute the metrics listed in
Table I.

the ground-based burn polygons used as reference data (R, see
Section II-A).

A. Matched/Unmatched Objects

The values of s11m and s31m reported in the second row of
Table II indicate that, when an AUTOBAM-derived object was
matched to a reference one according to (4), the similarity was
quite high, especially in terms of the modified overlap factor
(s31m = 0.68). The mean area of the intersection between
matched objects (i.e., the mean value of (Mij ∩Rik)) was 46.7
ha.

As for the dissimilarity measures derived considering
matched objects, good performances were obtained in terms of

TABLE III
VALUES OF THE METRICS LISTED IN (5)–(10) FOR THE EFFIS PRODUCT

both commission and omission errors (ρfp_m = 0.28, ρfn_m =
0.24). It is worth noting that the medium grade of disjoint s12m
does not actually provide additional information, because it is
equal to 1−s11m. It was included in the list of the accuracy
measures for comprehensiveness of information.

Regarding the object-based thematic accuracy, 1365 reference
objects out of 1713 were matched by the (AUTOBAM-derived)
mapped ones, corresponding to a Corr value equal to 0.80.
Note that, because of the exclusion of objects mainly located
in cropland, a smaller number of reference objects with respect
to [27], was considered in the present study. The total number
of mapped objects was 2031, corresponding to a Compl value
equal to 0.67. Then, although a nonrestrictive value for the
threshold adopted to consider a mapped object as matching a
reference one (hereafter indicated as matching threshold) was
chosen, a quite large number of unmatched mapped objects
(2031−1365 = 666), was present. These objects were assumed
as false positives and the main reason of their presence will be
discussed in Section IV.

We also quantified the variations of the values of the accuracy
measures due to an increase to 50% of the matching threshold.
They are reported in the third row of Table II. As expected, Corr
and Compl decreased to 0.63 and 0.53, respectively, because of
the smaller number of matched objects. On the other hand, due
to the larger agreement between the remaining objects, s11m
and s31m increased (0.74 and 0.77, respectively) and ρfp_m and
ρfn_m decreased (0.14 and 0.18, respectively).

To show the generality of the proposed validation procedure,
we also carried out an exercise using the BAs that were mapped
in Italy by EFFIS between June 1, 2021 and September 30, 2021.
Since EFFIS was designed to map forest fires larger than 30 ha
and the reference dataset also included small fires occurring
in other land cover types like shrubland, only matched objects
were considered, i.e., only metrics (5)–(10) were computed in
this case. The result of this exercise is reported in Table III. The
EFFIS product showed a good performance in terms of similarity
between matched objects. As for the dissimilarity, a low value
of ρfn_m (0.18) was obtained, while ρfp_m was much higher
(0.45).

B. Global Quality of the Segmentation

As discussed in Section II-E, both the similarity and the
dissimilarity measures were calculated not only as a mean, but
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also as an overall total area, in order to assess the global quality
of the segmentation. Note that, in this case, both matched and
unmatched BAs were taken into account, and the results were
not affected by the value of the matching threshold.

The total area covered by reference objects (Rtot) was∼85200
ha, while the total area covered by mapped objects (Mtot) was
∼100190 ha. The union between Mtot and Rtot, i.e., (M ∪R)tot,
was ∼130290 ha; of that area, 56%, corresponding to ∼72490
ha, was the intersection between Mtot and Rtot, i.e., (M ∩R)tot
(s11tot = 0.56). A much higher value (0.72) was obtained
for s31tot, which, in this case, was equal to the ratio between
(M ∩R)tot and Mtot. The large difference between s31tot and
s11tot shows that they provide different information.

Regarding the metrics related to the commission error,
(M ∩ ¬R)tot was ∼36390 ha, corresponding to an overall false
positive rate (ρfptot ) equal to 0.43. This rate was mainly related to
mapped objects not matched with reference ones, as discussed in
Section IV. US did not add significant information being equal
to 1− s31tot in this case, because Mtot was larger than Rtot.
Like s12m, also US was included in the list of the accuracy
measures for comprehensiveness of information. AUTOBAM
gave better results for the measures related to the omission error;
(¬M ∩R)tot was ∼21400 ha and ρfntot was equal to 0.25. Even
the value of OS was quite low (0.15).

IV. DISCUSSION

A set of accuracy metrics was computed to perform an object-
based validation of a BA product like the AUTOBAM-derived
one to provide users with a comprehensive information about its
strengths and weaknesses. Although the evaluation of a product
based on several accuracy metrics could be difficult for end users,
who might require a limited set of scores (such as omission
and commission error and/or the Dice coefficient derived from
a confusion matrix), we believe that they need to know the
following:

1) the number of BA objects that are correctly detected;
2) if and to what extent the spatial extent and the location of

actual BA objects are correctly identified (this is particu-
larly important for a moderate resolution BA product);

3) the capability to estimate the total surface that was burned
during a fire season.

Regarding point (1), end users may want to use a BA product
to derive statistics about the number of wildfires that broke out
during a fire season. A reference dataset such as that considered
in this study allowed us to perform a reliable counting of this
number. We computed not only the percentage of reference
objects that were correctly detected (Corr), but also the percent-
age of the matched objects with respect to the total number of
mapped objects (Compl), in order to add the information about
the mapped objects that had no correspondence with real-world
objects. AUTOBAM gave good results in terms of Corr, while
worse results were obtained for Compl because of the presence of
several unmatched mapped objects, as discussed subsequently.

Point (2) is related to the geometric accuracy of matched
objects, which is important if the BA product is employed to
establish constraints on the land use of the areas affected by

fires. This information was provided by the mean values of the
accuracy metrics computed for each pair of matched objects.
AUTOBAM showed very good performances in terms of dis-
similarity (mean false positive and negative rates not exceeding
0.28) and quite good performances in terms of similarity. Then,
similarity and dissimilarity measures did not provide redundant
information except for s11 and s12.The results obtained using
a 20% matching threshold indicate that it represented a good
compromise between the need to have a quite large number of
matched objects for assessing the accuracy of satellite derived
BAs and the need to avoid the association between dissimilar
objects. This affirmation is corroborated by the low value ob-
tained for another metric related to the geometric accuracy, that
is the mean location accuracy (LAm ∼80 m).

To at least partially tackle the problem of the sensitivity
to the matching threshold of the results of the object-based
validation, we proposed to compute the mean values of the
per-object measures also considering a more restrictive threshold
with respect to that selected to perform the whole validation
exercise. It must be underlined again that there is not an ob-
jective method to determine if a mapped object corresponds
to a reference object. We made a nonrestrictive choice for the
matching threshold also considering possible inaccuracies in the
reference polygons, despite of the metric accuracy of the GPS
devices generally used when ground surveys are performed. The
delineation of a burn perimeter is to some extent subjective
because its definition could be difficult when on the ground.
For instance, ground-based mapping of a fire could be difficult
because of the challenges of following burned edges in rough
terrain and the nonuniform manner in which fires burn across
the landscape [22]. On the other hand, as underlined in the Intro-
duction, ground-based polygons can be very useful to validate
BA products derived from moderate resolution satellite data.

Point (3) concerns the global quality of the segmentation. In
this case, the overall commission and omission errors were taken
into account, so that ρfp_tot was significantly larger than ρfp_m.
The quite high value of ρfp_tot represented the major weakness
of the AUTOBAM processor that overestimated the total surface
that was burned during the 2021 fire season. The overestimation
was due to the presence of a quite large number of unmatched
mapped objects that affected Compl too, as previously men-
tioned. This presence was on its turn mainly due to clouds and
cloud shadows that were not (or only partially) detected by the
SCL included in the level 2A S2 products. Note that AUTOBAM
processes all the available S2 images of Italy, with the only
constraint that the overall cloud cover must be less than 40%
[26]. Moreover, as underlined in Section II-C, it does not take
advantage of the temporal persistence of the BA signal, because
of its NRT requirement. Therefore, AUTOBAM cannot verify
whether changes in the values of the spectral indices depend on
the presence of undetected clouds.

The quite low values of ρfn_tot and OS were consistent with
the low number of reference objects not matched with mapped
ones with respect to the total number of reference objects. This
outcome indicated that AUTOBAM was able to capture the real-
world BA objects and limit the omission of areas which are
within the boundaries of the reference objects.
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Finally, it must be underlined that the proposed procedure is
fully automatic, except for the choice of the matching threshold.
It can in principle be applied to any country level BA prod-
uct, because it only requires a reference dataset and a set of
classified BA objects derived from satellite data that should be
projected on a common geographic grid. We did an experiment
using the EFFIS product instead of the AUTOBAM one to
highlight this characteristic. The experiment demonstrated that
even the EFFIS product showed a good geometric accuracy,
even if the use of coarse resolution MODIS data prevented an
accurate delineation of small BAs resulting in a quite high value
of ρfp_m.

IV. CONCLUSION

The quality of a burned area product derived from satellite data
is generally evaluated through the confusion matrix. However,
end users may also need to know if and how well mapped objects
spatially match real-world objects, especially if the product is
not derived from coarse resolution (250–500 m) satellite data,
but rather from higher resolution (10–20 m) ones. Therefore,
this study proposed to complement the validation based on
the confusion matrix with a new validation method based on
the analysis of the match/mismatch between mapped objects
and real-world objects. The analysis was performed at country
level (Italy), using as real-world (reference) objects a set of
ground-based burn polygons mapped by local authorities. This
set represented an independent database, particularly useful
when moderate resolution data are used to map burned areas,
because, in this case, higher resolution reference data can be
difficult to obtain. Mapped objects were mainly generated from
Sentinel-2 multispectral data using the AUTOBAM processor.
To highlight that the proposed validation method can be applied
to any BA product to assess its performances and find out the
possible reasons for the dissimilarity with respect to reference
data, an experiment on the EFFIS burned area product was
carried out too.

By implementing a comprehensive set of accuracy metrics,
the strengths and weaknesses of the AUTOBAM BA product
were assessed considering both matched BA objects and all
the objects. It emerged that AUTOBAM was able to identify
actual BA objects with a good geometric accuracy (location and
spatial extent), but it tended to produce false positives being
not able to mitigate the problem of an inaccurate masking of
clouds, mainly because of its near-real time requirement. Even
the EFFIS product presented a good accuracy, although only
matched objects were analyzed.

The problem of the subjectivity of the choice of the threshold
adopted to consider a mapped object as matching a reference
one was also pointed out. On one hand, we explained why we
selected a nonconservative threshold. On the other hand, the
impact of the use of a more restrictive threshold was (at least
partially) evaluated.

The object-based validation of the AUTOBAM-derived prod-
uct using ground-based burn polygons will continue for the fire
seasons after 2021. In this way, a more reliable assessment of
the product will be performed, and the burned area mapping
algorithm will be possibly refined.
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